**BMA consultant minimum extra contractual rate card – Valid from July 2022 to September 2022**

Work covered: WLI/extracontractual work, weekend clinics, additional weekend lists including trauma lists, covering long-term absence, additional shifts (eg ED etc).

Further areas under review, eg post on-call ward rounds in premium time, resident on-call in premium time (including if too busy to leave & working from home – eg radiology, micro), covering junior doctor rota gaps.

Weekday 7am-7pm £150/hr; 7pm-11pm £200/hr
Weekend 7am-11pm £200/hr
Overnight 11pm-7am £250/hr

Must include travel, pre/post op/admin time as needed.

**BMA consultant minimum rate card for those who prefer extracontractual work to be taken as PAs**

Work covered: WLI/extracontractual work, weekend clinics, additional weekend lists including trauma lists, covering long-term absence, additional shifts (eg ED etc).

Further areas under review, eg post on-call ward round in premium time, resident on-call in premium time (including if too busy to leave & working from home – eg radiology, micro), covering junior doctor rota gaps.

Weekday 7am-7pm 3hr = 1PA; 7pm-11pm 2hr = 1PA
Weekend 7am-11pm 2hr = 1PA
Overnight 11pm-7am 1.5hr = 1PA

Must include travel, pre/post op/admin time as needed.

**Additional rates:**
- Non-resident on-call: £100/hr a paid when available but not working. For any time spent working during this period, the hourly rate as specified within the rate card will apply.
- Covering for absent junior colleagues: This is extra-contractual work and the relevant rate card value for the time of activity will apply. In addition, the time worked will be accrued as time off in lieu (TOIL).

This figure will be varied from time to time as per the other values in the rate card.